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COMMUNICATE. INTEGRATE. PROTECT.
MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
With over 20 years of expertise in the two-way
radio market, CanCom offers a wide range of
products to meet any communications requirement. We design and manufacture our own
CanCom range of accessories as well as exclusively distribute some of the world’s top selling
brands. We appreciate your business and we
fully stand behind every product we sell. Allow
one of our product specialists to assist you, and
maximize your sales opportunities.

Tim McConaghy
President
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Welcome to...
CanCom Radio Accessories.
As many of the country’s radio
dealers know... CanCom already
offers the largest range of radio
accessory products in Canada.
Our tremendous growth, however, is a result of our increased
sales worldwide. We are your full
line accessory distributor, wholesaler and manufacturing partner with our fully stocked warehouse located in
Orillia, Ontario, Canada.
CanCom brings a wide range of knowledge and experience in the communications market and is instrumental in the research, design, sourcing and manufacturing of high quality products for the radio communications market. If we don’t
already have it… we can make it!
We have a few very unique alliances to distribute high end products across the
country with some of the world’s top quality brands. In addition, our own CanCom brand has been selling in large numbers and has been accepted by some
of the most demanding industries including manufacturing plants, public safety
and the military.

XSMLW is compact and lighter weight. 3.5mm audio jack, IP56 rated.
XMS1 is rugged with low profile design. Our most popular speaker microphone. Water, dust
& Impact resistant. Has 3.5mm audio jack.
XSM68 has rubberized housing for great feel and durability. True IP68 rated with 3.5mm
threaded audio jack. Volume up/down with emergency button (option).
XSMP has a dual PTT design. One side PTT and one front tactical speaker PTT. Use as a standalone speaker microphone or connect a two-way accessory via the Nexus jack. IP56 rated.
XSM580 has dual push-to-talk and is digital noise cancelling. Ability to connect either receive
audio or two-way accessories. Volume up/down with emergency button (option).

XSMLW

XSM1

XSM68

SPEAKER
MICROPHONES
RECEIVE AUDIO EARPIECES

XSMP

XSM580

Our complete range of speaker microphones provide a solution no matter what your application. Designed to the toughest specifications we can offer a microphone for
budget conscious clients and well as users such as tactical teams, public safety & Military. All of our microphones have rugged 360 degree clothing clips, heavy duty
strain relief cords and have jacks to add your choice of receive audio earpiece (below)

XLAS

X2LA

XLBS

XLCS

XLDS

XLFS
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ACOUSTIC TUBE
LISTEN-ONLY

XLAS

Our XLA (long cord) and XLAS (short cord)
acoustic tube listen-only earpieces are made
with the highest quality components. Plugs
into your radio or speaker microphone to
increase security and reduce ambient noise
for crisp, clear audio. Available with 2.5mm
mono, 3.5mm mono and 3.5mm threaded
stereo plug options.

DUAL ACOUSTIC TUBE
LISTEN-ONLY

X2LA
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Our dual acoustic tube listen-only provides
audio to both ears. When used with our noise
attenuating eartips it provides a hearing protection solution for high noise environments.
Delivers crisp clear audio. Ideal for use inside
helmets. Available in 3.5mm mono or stereo
plugs, short and long cords.

EARPIECE OPTIONS

ACOUSTIC TUBE
EARPIECES
SEC-MT

SEC-CT

SEC-FT

SEC-EAR

SEC-MT, Standard clear
mushroom eartip. Also
available in tan or black,
regular and small sizes.
SEC-CT, COMTIP 4-flange
noise attenuating
earpiece, NRR 21

EP-XX

SEC-FT, 2-flange reusable EP-XX, Single-ear
mould in translucent/
earpiece, tan color
clear. Available in left
or right side. Sizes
SEC-EAR , Noise attenuating foam eartip, NRR include S,M, or L.
29, package includes
earplug & one communication ear tip.

X-SERIES

Our X-series surveillance kits offer a variety of combinations to meet your application.
Choose your set-up for position of in-line microphone and push-to-talk with choice of
single, two and three wire kits.
Our wide range of speaker options include acoustic tube, ear bud, & C-hook “in-theear” earbud, D-hook “over-the-ear” speaker and flip/rotating “over-the-ear” speaker.
With our wide range of connectors we can offer any kit fully adaptable to your current
make and model of radio.

A

SURVEILLANCE KITS

X1

X15

X2

X3

Single Wire Kits (X1)
are available with
earpiece options:
A2, B, C, D, F

1.5 Wire Kits (X15)
are available with
earpiece options:
A, C, D, F

Two Wire Kits (X2)
are available with
earpiece options:
A, C, D

Three Wire Kits (X3)
are available with
earpiece options:
A, C, D

A2

B

C

D

F
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XBC SERIES

XTM SERIES

Throat Microphones

Incorporating bone conduction technology, the XBC offers both radio transmit
and receive in one simple, comfortable
earpiece. High quality radio receive audio.
Monitor radio traffic discreetly. Vibration
conducting microphone for outstanding
in-ear voice pick-up. No need to yell, both
regular and whisper voice levels will transmit perfectly. Options for in-line Tactical
or Slim-line push-to-talk adapters.

Our Throat Microphone series is commonly used with an acoustic tube earpiece.
Choose from our inline Tactical (as shown)
or Slim-line push-to-talk buttons, both
offering remote PTT jacks. Throat Microphones are a popular accessory in extreme
noise environments or when facemasks
are being used. Quick-release connector.

»» Push-to-talk switch is on the
adapter

»» Optional remote push-to-talk
REMOTE
WIRELESS PTT

ADAPTERS TO
PORTABLE RADIOS

WIRELESS CONNECTION ACCESSORIES
HEADSET
CONNECTION KITS

Most popular with riot police, SWAT, Snipers, Military, etc. Bone conduction technology (receiving radio communications through
the facial bones rather than the ear canal) means
no speaker hardware in, on or over either
ear - allowing 360 degrees of unobstructed situational awareness. The audio transducers are inside the headset housing and
in front of the ears. Outgoing transmission
can be done with choice of flex microphone or integrated temple microphone.

HIGH NOISE HEADSETS

CanCom offers a wide range of helmet kit
communications for virtually all types of
racing and recreational communications.
From offroad racing, UTV’s, motocross,
circle track, and more, we have it all! Built
with rugged cabling, molded connections,
and powerful speaker and microphone
components, they offer the best in audio
performance. Whether you need a kit for
an open face, full face or custom helmet
we will have a kit to meet your needs.

LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSETS

Tactical Headsets

SPEAKER MICROPHONES

Helmet Insert Kits
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ADAPTERS TO
MOBILE RADIOS

XTAC SERIES

BLUETOOTH KITS

XHK SERIES

is easily connected (wireless or
wired)
»» Easy “one button” pairing process.
Remembers paired connection
even if the radio is turned off
»» No time delay on transmit or
receive audio messages
»» No Batteries required
»» Status LED indicates connection to a compatible wireless
accessory
»» Available for variety of portable
or mobile two-way radios

BLUE-X WIRELESS

Bone Conduction Earpieces

The Blue-X wireless adapter from CanCom allows the use of a compatible Bluetooth headset or accessory, with your two-way radio. The adapter easily pairs with thousands of offthe-shelf Bluetooth headsets or specific CanCom radio accessories.
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When it comes to headsets CanCom offers a large range of options built to the highest
standards. Whether you need lightweight, medium duty or high noise we are sure to have
a solution to meet your preference or requirement.

GUIDE™ SYSTEM

PLANT TOURS/TRAINING

COM-699

LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADSETS
FULLY ADAPTABLE TO YOUR RADIO SYSTEM
INLINE PTT

COM-691

XHSLBH

XHSLOH

XHSLD
XHSLC
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COM-690

COM-690-HH

Our range of lightweight headsets consists of overthe-head and behind-the-head one-sided with
flex-boom microphone.
Completing our offering is our “over-the-ear” or
“in-the-ear” single ear hook headsets with goose
neck boom microphone. These units can be worn
on either the left or right ear.
All lightweight headsets use our rugged rubber
sealed in-line push-to-talk with rotating clip. The
PTT comes with a 2.5mm jack to add an optional
remote push-to-talk (sold separately).
Connectors are available for all makes and models
of two-way radio.

The Guide™ from CanCom is an easy to use, multi-purpose “shortrange” system that offers superior sound quality & hearing protection. It can be utilized in many high noise environments and
is ideal for factory tours, instructional/training sessions, plant
troubleshooting, and utility pole work.
»» Over-the-head or Hard-hat-mount headset options
»» Boom microphone is noise cancelling and voice activated
»» All units use and include two AA batteries
»» Low battery LED alert light
»» Option of two-way, receive only and hand held microphone
»» Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 25 dB

SPECIALTY

ConnecTunes: Wireless “Pairing” to cell phones/MP3’s. Send/Receive phone calls, listen to your favourite playlist or radio station
(AM/FM) while in a noisy environment. High quality noise cancellation microphone allows clears communication noisy environments. Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 22.

HIGH NOISE HEADSETS

QuieTunes: AM/FM Stereo radio Ear Muffs allows you to tune into
your favourite station. Sensitive radio tuner for great reception
and sound clarity. Aware Model combines ambient enviromental
listening capibility. Available in both over-the-head and hard hat
mount models. Has 3.5mm audio jack. NRR of 22.
DeTune: Voice communication in noisy environments has always
presented a number of challenges. DeTune provides effective
hearing protection and allows the user to adjust the frequency
range of the sound that is transmitted through the speakers. Also
equiped with an impact filter and a 3.5mm audio jack for connection of radios and MP3 players. NRR of 25.

ConnecTunes

QuieTunes

DeTune
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DUAL MUFF PRO SERIES

HEADSETS

WIRELESS DUAL MUFF

WTX-710

Double Talk
WS56-DT

With 20 years of experience we know headsets! Our
high quality Korean made headsets are built to our strict
specifications using only the best components.
Our
trademark Black “Rubberized” ear cups offer a professional look. Competing with the best headsets on the
market… CanCom offers high end quality at great prices!

HIGH NOISE DUAL MUFF

With unmatched wireless distance of 300-500 feet the Freedom Wireless Headset from CanCom allows communications
over existing vehicle intercoms , portable or mobile radios. The
NEW and improved Freedom Wireless has an internal antenna
and Jumbo comfort Ear Seals. Li-Ion battery charges in 3 hours
and lasts for 24 hours. Easy pairing process, has Auto shut-off
when inactive and an Auto reconnect. The rugged construction
is splash proof for all weather conditions. For simple two person
communications, try our Double Talk headsets offering full duplex communications up to 1000 feet.

Our line of Pro Series high noise headsets offers unmatched
functionality and flexibility. With four models to choose from…
Behind-the-head, over-the-head, hard-hat-mount and overthe-head (one sided)… you are sure to find a style to work for
your application. All headsets come complete with push-to-talk
button and volume control on the headset. With our TA5 jack
in the headset you have ultimate flexibility to plug-in either a
direct radio cable or in-line PTT adapter for any make and model of radio. Our headsets are also compatible with any make of
vehicle intercom.

»» Simple headset connectivity using our WTX-710 transceiver to your intercom or

»» EasyLink™ detachable cords for ALL makes and models of two-way radio and

two-way radio. We also offer a version for aviation ground crew.
»» Double Talk (DT) headsets offer fully duplex communications up to 1000 feet!
»» Auto Shut-off and Auto reconnect feature. Rugged construction with cup mounted
PTT & Volume.
»» Headsets come with headset jack to also allow the connection of an additional
two-way radio.
»» Certified CSA Noise Reduction Rating of 24 NRR—Class A.

HS16

HS11

HS30

vehicle intercoms.

»» Direct plug-in cable (PTT via earcup) or In-Line “Big Button” Push-to-talk.
»» Powerful Neodymium speakers. Over sized ear seals for ultimate comfort. (GEL ear
seals are available.)
»» Rugged cables with durable polyurethane insulation. Spiral shielding reduces RF
interference.
»» Certified CSA Noise Reduction Rating of 24 NRR—Class A.

DUAL MUFF PRO SERIES
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Go wireless! Using wireless technology, simply connect the wireless transceiver to your intercom or twoway radio and enjoy the conversation! Our Wireless
technology brings clean and powerful communications
without the clutter of cables. CanCom Wireless provides reliable performance in the harshest conditions.

HEADSETS

Freedom Wirelss
WS56

HS32-HH
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RADIO CASES &
CHEST PACKS

SINGLE POD
CHARGERS

TWC6M

The most comprehensive durable and functional list of chest
packs, holsters, leather and nylon cases for two-way radios in the industry. Traditional Leather designed to take a
beating in the toughest environments. Denier Nylon cases
are lightweight with a water repellant coating and are easily cleaned. 3/16” foam coasted backing to protect radio.
Soft yet durable. Swivel clip, belt clip or belt-loop options.
Made in USA - Best in Quality and Design.

TWC1M
TWC1

Our high quality chargers will charge your radio’s battery quickly and properly every time. Our chargers are “smart” because
they not only prevent over charging a battery, but also provide
automatic re-charging of a battery when the radio remains
“powered on” while in the charger. Choose from single or six bay
units which can be powered into a regular outlet or in a vehicle.
Charging Pods are available for ALL radios and are easily changeable so they can be customized to your requirements.

TWC12M

LMR PAGER &
RADIO BATTERIES
CanCom offers a full line of Pager and LMR batteries. Incorporating Japanese cells and manufactured to strict quality control
standards, LMR batteries have a well-earned reputation for exceptional performance and reliability. They feature rugged housings that are ultrasonically welded, gold plated contacts, and are
backed by a strong, no-hassle warranty. Batteries are available
for all makes & models of two-way radios and pagers. Custom
label program is available to make every battery your own!
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DUAL POD
CHARGERS
TWC2M and TWC12M use the same dual charging pods. The pods
are secured with one screw and easy to replace when it’s time to
update the charger. Each dual pod can charge two batteries for a
specific radio model; the batteries may have different chemistries
or capacities. Now you can charge twice as many batteries in a
single or multi charger. Separate LEDs confirm charge status of
battery in front or rear position. Available for in-vehicle installation as well.

TWC2M

DUAL
CHARGING
POD
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VEHICLE INTERCOM SYSTEMS

MOBILE INTERFACE KITS

Powerful clear communications, innovating design, and absolutely the easiest
intercom installation ever! With our exclusive EasyLink™ components you can
connect up to two radios and multiple
headset stations (jack boxes). Radio connection with audio adjustment is transformer based for compatibility with any
manufacturer’s handheld or mobile radio.
Tell us your requirement and we can design a set-up to fit your needs.

Single Mobile Interface Kits by CanCom
offers you a simple solution when you
require a headset on a mobile radio (also
portable radio compatible). Heavy Duty
die cast aluminum housing is set-up with
maximum flexibility… PTT is standard
in the housing but offers an optional jack
for either a remote finger or foot push-totalk. The radio interface jack also allows
the unit to be plugged into a number of
different makes and models of radio.

BUSINESS RADIOS
Motorola has designed a tough and rugged line-up of business radios to answer
the needs of schools, hotels, warehouses,
offices, and general businesses that need
a lightweight and affordable wireless
communication solution. These radios
operate on frequencies reserved exclusively for business without interference.
With several radio options available in this
platform we can address requirements for
radio size, number of channels, power/
distance, etc.
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2.5 - Listen-only plug,
2.5mm mono right angle

3.5 - Listen-only plug,
3.5mm mono right angle

RADIO
CONNECTORS

3.5SC - Listen-only plug,
3.5mm threaded straight

This is a list of our most popular radio connectors. Visit our website
for a full list of connectors and compatible radio models. If you do not
see the required connector contact us to inquire.
M1 - Motorola, Two-pin for
CP200, CLS, RDU, etc.

M4 - Motorola, Multi-pin for M6 - Motorola, Multi-pin for M7 - Motorola, Multi-pin for
HT750, HT1250, etc.
HT1000, XTS3000, etc.
XPR6000 Series, APX7000

M11 - Motorola, Single-pin
threaded for CLP Series.

M14 - Motorola, Multi-pin for
XPR3000 series, DP2000

C3 - Icom, Two-pin with
screws for F11, F21, etc.

C4 - Icom, for all Multi-pin
Models. IC-F50/60, etc.

K1 - Kenwood, for all Two-pin K2 - Kenwood, for all
models.
Multi-pin models, Nexedge.

V2 - Vertex, Single-pin with
screws for VX231, etc.

V4 - Vertex, Multi-pin, for
VX820/821, VX920, etc.

F1 - Motorola, Single-pin for E2 - Harris/Macom,
FRS/GMRS Series.
Multi-pin models.

T1 - Tait, Multi-pin for Orca
5000 series, etc.

HIR6 - Hirose, used as a quick NX4 - Nexus 4-pole plug for
disconnect with HIR6 series
use with in-line Push-to-talk
adapters.
adapters.

FRS/GMRS FAMILY RADIOS
Motorola Talkabout Two-Way Radios are
designed to provide affordable and dependable communication. Ideal for the
outdoor enthusiast, active families or in an
emergency preparedness kit. These radios
work in remote areas, are rugged and convenient to use and provide instant access
without using up your cell phone minutes.
With a wide variety of options and price
points we are sure to have a solution to
meet your requirement.

Mobile Radio cables for
Motorola, Kenwood, Icom,
Vertex, etc.
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3 Progress Drive, Unit 8B
www.cancomradioaccessories.com Orillia, ON L3V 0T7
Phone: 705-326-5677 Fax: 705-326-0077
info@cancomradioaccessories.com

